We present an algorithm for polyline (and polygon) similarity testing that is based on the double-cross formalism. To determine the degree of similarity between two polylines, the algorithm first computes their generalized polygons, that consist of almost equally long line segments and that approximate the length of the given polylines within an ε-error margin. Next, the algorithm determines the double-cross matrices of the generalized polylines and the difference between these matrices is used as a measure of dissimilarity between the given polylines. We prove termination of our algorithm and show that its sequential time complexity is bounded by O " (
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In several domains, such as computer vision, image analysis and GIScience, shape recognition and retrieval are central problems. Roughly speaking, there are two approaches to shape recognition and retrieval: the quantitative approach and the qualitative approach. Traditionally, most attention has gone to the quantitative methods [1, 8, 16, 21] and only recently, the qualitative approach has gained more attention, supported by cognitive studies that provide evidence that qualitative models of shape representation tend to be much more expressive than their quantitative counterpart [13] . It is widely accepted that shapes are one of the most complex phenomena that have been dealt with using a qualitative representation of space [20] .
Within the qualitative approaches to describe two-dimensional shapes there are two major approaches: the regionbased and the boundary-based approach. The region-based approach uses global properties such as circularity, eccentricity and axis orientation to describe shapes. As a result, this approach can only discriminate shapes with large dissimilarities [22] . The boundary-based approach describes the type and position of localized features (such as vertices, extremes of curvature and changes in curvature) along the polyline representing the shape [20] . Among the boundarybased approaches are [14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22] .
In this paper, we assume shapes to be described by their boundaries, which we assume to be polygons. As a generalization of polygons, we consider polylines and use this more general term in the remainder of the exposition, also to include polygons. At the basis of polyline recognition and retrieval lie algorithms to determine similarity between polylines. Here, we follow the qualitative formalism provided by the double-cross calculus [12, 23] , which is used in the qualitative trajectory calculus for shapes [7] , to test for polyline similarity. The double-cross matrix of a polyline contains for each pair of line segments in the polyline a 4-tuple of −, +, and 0 that describes the relative qualitative position of these line segments to each other. We remark that there are 81 possible such 4-tuples, but that only 65 of these 4-tuples are physically realizable.
For two given polylines, our method computes, if the polylines have equally many vertices, the double-cross matrices of the polylines and returns some distance value between these matrices as a measure of dissimilarity. A problem might be that the two given polylines of which we want to test similarity, may be given with a different number of vertices. To overcome this difference, our algorithm first computes for each of the two polylines a series of so-called generalized polylines, that consist of 2, 4, 8, ..., 2 n , ... line segments. The nth generalized polyline has its vertices exactly at fractions 0,
2 n of the length of the original polyline. The generalized polylines have the property that they con-verge (also in length) to the given polylines and that they tend to consist of equally long line-segments. The latter property has the advantage that line segments analogously subdivided polylines, point to relatively analogous places on the polylines. Using generalized polylines was introduced by two of the present authors in [7] and used in a naive way. In this paper, we optimize this approach and give a theoretical analyzis and complexity considerations of this idea.
Our algorithm for testing the similarity of two polylines, given by a sequence of vertices, works grosso modo as follows. For two given polylines, the algorithm computes their respective generalized polylines until their lengths approximate that of the given polylines sufficiently (this is formalized by an error-percentage ε that is part of the input). Once we have the generalized polylines, we compute their double-cross matrices and output the distance between these matrices. There are many possible ways to define a distance function between matrices. The one that we discuss in this paper, has shown to give the best results in practical experiments. To compute this distance, we first create for each of the two double-cross matrices a 65-ary vector of natural numbers that counts for each of the 65 realizable 4-tuples of −, + and 0, the number of times they occur in the matrix. The distance-function then counts the average difference between the 65 count values.
We prove several properties of our algorithm for testing polyline similarity. The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate on any input and when it terminates the generalized polyline tends to consist of equally long line segments. It computes at most log
ε " + 1 generalized polylines, where N1 and N2 are the number of vertices of the given polylines. We also show a theoretical upper bound on the overall sequential time complexity of our algorithm, which is O
. Although our algorithm contains large parts that are parallellizable, this only gives a gain by a factor of 2 compared to the sequential time complexity.
We apply our algorithm to three problems and give empirical test results on geographic data. Firstly, we consider the problem of similar polygons. We apply our implementation to various (polygonalized) sketches of a map of Belgium and it correctly orders the sketches in terms of increasing similarity.
Secondly, we take a look at the query-by-sketch problem, which allows a user to visually describe shapes or movements, in order to retrieve them from a database [9, 10] . It turns out that our algorithm performs well in classifying sketches of maps and also in retrieving geographic data given a query that is expressed as a two-dimensional sketch. In this experiment we also show the above mentioned 65-dimensional vector of count values can be used as an index on a database containing polygonal figures. We consider the problem of retrieving cities in Belgium by sketch and the output, which is a top 4 of best fitting cities, seems to correspond to what the human eye would recognize.
Thirdly, we apply our algorithm to polylines that represent terrain features (such as plateau, mesa, flat-floored valley, u-shape valley, depression and canyon) [17] . Experiments on fairly simple terrains give good results, but it seems that for more complex profiles, a division is needed according to the local maxima or minima of the terrain to obtain fits for the corresponding parts of the terrain.
Organization. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define polylines and generalized polylines. Also the double-cross formalism is explained there. In Section 3, the algorithm for testing polyline similarity is given and some basic properties are proven. We also give an analysis of its computational complexity. In Section 4, we discuss the experiments with query-by-sketch, indexing and classification of terrain features.
DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we define polylines and generalized polylines and explain the double-cross formalism.
Polylines and polygonal shapes
Let R denote the set of real numbers and R 2 the real plane.
Definition 1.
A polyline P in R 2 is a piecewise linear curve that is given by an ordered list of its vertices, i.e., P = (x0, y0), (x1, y1) , ..., (xN , yN ) . A polygonal shape (or polygon) is a polyline P = (x0, y0), (x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN ) for which (x0, y0) = (xN , yN ).
Let P = (x0, y0), (x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN ) be a polyline. The vertices (x0, y0) and (xN , yN ) are respectively the start and end vertex of P . We denote the line segment between (xi, yi) and (xi+1, yi+1) by Li(P ) and its length by (Li(P )). We call (P ) := (L0(P )) + (L1(P )) + · · · + (LN−1(P )) the length of P . The vector from (xi, yi) to (xi+1, yi+1) will be denoted − → i (P ). If P is clear from the context, we will omit (P ) from the above notations.
The semantics of the polyline P = (x0, y0), (x1, y1), ..., (xN , yN ) is the subset of R 2 consisting of all line segments between consecutive vertices of P , and we write
Often, when confusion is not possible, we will just talk about P when we mean sem(P ).
We remark that the above definition does not exclude that three or more consecutive vertices may be collinear. In fact, different polylines, given by their vertices, may have the same semantics. We also remark that the line segments, appearing in the semantics, may intersect, as is illustrated in the polyline shown in Figure 1 . As geographic input data, we only consider polylines and polygons that are not selfintersecting, but polylines that occur in our algorithms may be self-intersecting. For this reason we allow them in the definition. For the sake of finite representability, we assume that the vertices have rational coordinates. When we describe our algorithm to test polyline similarity, we will use, for a given polyline P , a number of socalled generalized polylines
.. that tend (as n grows) to consist of equally long line segments. To define these generalized polylines, we first need to define the distance along P from the start vertex of P to some point belonging to sem(P ). Hereto, we introduce a function
.., (xN , yN ) be a polyline. We define the generalized polylines of P , denoted
We remark that, in general, sem(P ) and sem(P 2 n ) are not the same. They may even be different for arbitrary n. An example of this fact is given in Figure 2 . Here, the three lines that make up the polyline P = (0, 1), (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1) are all equally long. Consequently, the vertices (0, 0) and (1, 0) will never belong to sem(P 
The double-cross formalism
The double-cross calculus [12, 23] is an expressive way of qualitatively representing a configuration of two vectors by means of a 4-tuple that expresses the orientation of both vectors with respect to each other. The double-cross formalism is, for instance, used in the "qualitative trajectory calculus" [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] .
Above, we have associated to a polyline 
Double-cross design: the lines RL, P Li, P Lj.
We refer to the vector between (xi−1, yi−1) and (xj−1, yj−1) as − → u . The lines RL, P Li, P Lj and the vector − → u are illustrated in Figure 3 .
, we define, for reasons of continuity [11] , DC(
as follows: In the algorithms below, we shall compute, for given − → i and − → j , the value DC(
C4) algebraically as is described in the following property. By sign : R → {−, 0, +} we denote the function that maps strictly negative numbers to −, 0 to 0 and strictly positive numbers to +.
Proposition 1. Let
− → i and − → j have coordinates as described in Figure 3 . Then we have 
The following property says how DC(
− → i ) = (C2 C1 C4 C3).
If we write −− for +; −+ for − and −0 for 0, we easily obtain the following property.
is a reflection along a line, then we have the equal-
The double-cross matrix DCM
Based on the double-cross formalism, we now define the double-cross matrix of a polyline.
Definition 4. A double-cross matrix DCM (P ) of a polyline
Because of Proposition 2 and because the diagonal entries of DCM (P ) are all (0 0 0 0), it suffices to consider only the upper triangle of the matrix DCM (P ), i.e., the
The following property is easily verified.
Proposition 4.
Let P be a polyline and let α : R 2 → R 2 be an orientation-preserving isometry (i.e., a composition of a rotation and translation) or a point-scaling (i.e., a mapping of the form (x, y) → a · (x, y) with a = 0, then DCM (P ) = DCM (α(P )).
We remark that the double-cross matrix is not invariant under scalings of the form (x, y) → (a · x, b · y) with a = b. More specifically, C1 and C2 are not invariant under these scalings, but C3 and C4 are invariant.
POLYLINE SIMILARITY ALGORITHM

The algorithm DC-similarΔ
We now describe our algorithm for determining the similarity of polylines and polygonal shapes (we give it in pseudocode). This algorithm returns a degree of similarity between two given polylines P1 and P2. It uses an error rate ε (with 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1) and depends on a distance function Δ between double-cross matrices, which we consider a parameter of the algorithm.
Basically, the algorithm computes the generalized polylines of P1 and P2 until these approximate the length of P1 and P2 up to an error ε (a "small" percentage of the length). Then the double-cross matrices of the generalized polylines are computed and the distance between them is returned. while | (P
n:=n+1; compute in p a r a l l e l 1 . P As mentioned, Δ(M1, M2) expresses a measure of difference or distance between the two double-cross matrices M1 and M2. There are many possibilities here, but in our experiments we have used the distance function ΔH (for an alternative function ΔE, we refer to Section 5). To define the distance measure ΔH (M1, M2) between DoubleCross matrices, we first construct, for both matrices M1 and M2, vectors γ(M1), γ(M2) ∈ N 65 that counts for each of the 65 realizable 4-tuples of −, + and 0, the number of times they occur in the matrices M1 and M2. Then
The function ΔH counts the average difference between the 65 count values.
Basic properties of DC-similarΔ
We now give some basic properties of DC-similarΔ. To start, we show that the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate on any input. We remark that these properties are independent of the choice of Δ (as long as the evaluation of Δ terminates).
Proposition 5.
The algorithm DC-similarΔ terminates on any inputs P1, P2 and 0 < ε ≤ 1.
Proof. To prove this property, it suffices to show that for any polyline P and any 0 < ε ≤ 1, there exists an n ≥ 1 such that | (P ) − (P 2 n )| < ε · (P ). We prove this by showing that limn→∞ (P ) and the stop condition is satisfied; (2) there is at least one vertex p of P 2 n+1 that is not an element of sem(P 2 n ). Because of the triangle inequality and by construction we know that (P
) ≤ (P ). From these two cases we can deduce that limn→∞ (P 2 n ) = (P ) and therefore there exists an n ≥ 1 such that
Proposition 6. When the algorithm DC-similarΔ, on input P1, P2 and 0 < ε ≤ 1, terminates for some n, then the standard deviation of the lengths of the line segments of P 2 n k tends to 0, more specifically, it is bounded by
Proof. Let P be P1 or P2 and let L1, ..., L2n be the line segments of P 2 n . Let¯ denote the average length of the segments L1, ..., L2n . The square of the standard deviation σ is then
2 . By construction and the triangle inequality we know that (Li) ≤
2 n . We also know that (P
2 n · ε) 2 and thus σ ≤ ε 2 n · (P ).
Time complexity of DC-similarΔ H
The following property gives an upper bound for the sequential time complexity of DC-similarΔ H . We remark, that although large parts of DC-similarΔ H can be performed in parallel, this only gives a gain of a factor of 2.
Proposition 7. The algorithm DC-similarΔ H , on input P1 = (r0, s0), (r1, s1) , ..., (rN 1 , sN 1 
sequential time to return its output.
Proof. Let P = (x0, y0), (x1, y1) , ..., (xN , yN ) be P1 or P2. The difference between P and P 2 n is that line segments of P 2 n can short cut angles of P . Such a short-cut angle (or series of angles) of P has length (P ) 2 n and there can at most be N cut angles. The difference in length between P and P 2 n is therefore bounded by N · (P ) 2 n . We remark that this number will eventually, for increasing n, become smaller than ε · (P ), since N. (P ) is fixed. Therefore, the algorithm DC-similarΔ H terminates, on input P1 and P2, as soon as
2 n < ε · (P2). This is true for n = log`M ε´ + 1 with M = max(N1, N2). In this case, the while-loop of the algorithm has calculated maximally 2
vertices on the generalized polylines and to compute the matrices M1 and M2 in the algorithm, we need in worst cast to calculate 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we discuss three experiments using Javaimplementations of the algorithm DC-similarΔ H . The run time results we mention are with respect to a system with an Intel R Pentium R M 1.86 GHz processor and 1GB RAM running Kubuntu as operating system.
Experiment 1: Polygon similarity
For the first experiment, we used five figures representing Belgium (see Figure 4) . Figure 4 100% 87% 67% 60% 4(c) 100% 80% 69% 4(c) 100% 84% 4(e) 100% Table 1 : Similarity between polygons of Figure 4 using ΔH with threshold 5%.
We applied the algorithm DC-similarΔ for Δ = ΔH to each two of these five figures with a threshold ε = 5%. The result are given in Table 1 . The measure ΔH gives results that are very much in line with our intuition. For the above mentioned hardware, ΔH takes ±2.5 minutes to calculate the similarity of 2 shapes with 2 15 line-segments (so ±2 29 entries). These experiments are in line with the theoretical complexity bound given by proposition 7. Figure 4 (b), with the three bumps moved to the right is 99% similar to the real map. The remaining three sketches of Belgium are ordered with decreasing similarity corresponding to our feeling.
We remark that ΔH , because it is based on counting entries in the double-cross matrices, gives the same result, independent of the start vertex of polygonal input figures.
Experiment 2: Query by sketch
Because several experiments indicated that ΔH gives good, start-vertex-independent results, we used the vector of 65 count values that is constructed by ΔH as a method to index a database. This index is then used to support query-bysketch. The 65-ary vector for a sketched figure is computed and, e.g., the four figures in the database that have a 65-ary vector closest to it are returned in order of descending best match. More precisely, we have applied this method to perform a query-by-sketch on the villages and cities of Belgium. In this experiment we have calculated these index value for villages and cities, such that the generalized polygons of all cities approximate the length of the original polygon with an error smaller than 2%. Then for each of the villages and cities the 65-ary vector with count values of the 65 possible 4-tuples of −, + and 0, is calculated as an index. Next, we queried for the presence of a sketched village. The sketched polygon is generalized up to the same level as the cities and villages in the database are; its index value is computed; and the four best fits (using the distance given by ΔH ) are returned.
For the sake of producing readable figures, we here given an example of a query on a limited sample of cities in Belgium, namely the villages and cities in the province of Limburg, as depicted in Figure 5 . This province consists of 43 villages and cities and it is not connected. Building the index for this sample has costed 0.8 seconds on the abovementioned configuration. The first query is: "Give the 4 cities of Limburg looking the most as the bowler hat sketched on the left in Figure 6 ."
The resulting cities are colored dark gray in Figure 7 , with Lommel, the most similar city, shown in the north. We remark that Proposition 4 guarantees that similarity is tested invariantly under translations, rotations and scalings, as can be seen from these results. Indeed, Lommel, looks like a the given bowler hat but 45
• rotated. Another query was: "Give the 4 cities of Limburg looking the most as the bow tie sketched on the right in Figure 6 ." The resulting cities are colored light gray in Figure 7 . The best fit is the village at the bottom right.
Experiment 3: Classification of terrain features
Our last experiment deals with terrain features.The figures in this experiment are inspired by work of Kulik and Egenhofer [17] . We used the seven figures in Figure 8 as primitive terrain features to classify some silhouettes of terrains. this corresponds to our visual observations. Figure 9 (c) is more complicated and needs more attention. We divided this figure according to its local maxima and minima (see Figure 10(a) ). The resulting classifications, summarized in Tables 3 and 4, give a more precise description of these terrains.
DISCUSSION
We have given a number of basic properties and described the time complexity of the algorithm DC-similarΔ for testing polyline similarity. This algorithm depends on a function Δ that measures the difference between double-cross matrices. We have experimented with a number of Δ's and ΔH , used throughout the paper gives the best experimental results. As stated, one reason for this might be that it is independent from the choice of start vertex of a polygon. For polylines, that are not polygons, it might be preferable to work with a Δ that compares corresponding line segments in the two polylines more directly. We here give an example Fig. 9(a) Fig. 9(b) Fig. 9(c Table 2 : Classification by ΔH of Figure 9 using the primitives sketched in Figure 8 . The function ΔE measures the differences between the two matrices entry per entry. In a double-cross matrix , there are
meaningful entries of which N −1 (the ones just above the diagonal) have maximal distance 4 and the other ones have maximal distance 8. In total, the maximal distance can reach 4(N − 1) 2 , which explains the factor at the start of the above formula.
The proposed algorithm DC-similarΔ might also be improved in other ways. For instance, termination conditions based on the Hausdorff distance between a polyline and its generalized polylines might be considered. 
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